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Abstract

Whereas the main cloud providers have set up cloud services on stable
infrastructure, developers and users situated in low-resource settings access cloud
services and platforms using low-end computing devices that often connect to the
Internet via slow mobile connections. These settings require custom software
abstraction layers that consider such bandwidth constraints and intermittent
connections as a rule rather than the exception. In this paper, we identify key
challenges for developing for and accessing cloud services in resource constrained
settings, namely, (1) Frequent Internet partitions and bandwidth constraints, (2)
Data jurisdiction restrictions, (3) Vendor lock-in, and (4) Poor quality of service.
To address these challenges, we propose a set of design considerations and
properties for a resilient multi-cloud service layer, that includes: (1)
Containerisation and orchestration of applications, (2) Service scheduling and
replication, (3) Portability and multi-cloud migration, (4) Resilience to network
partitions and bandwidth constraints, (5) Automated service discovery and load
balancing, (6) Localised image registry, and (7) Support for platform monitoring
and management. We present a prototype validation case study, Crane Cloud, an
open source multi-cloud service abstraction layer built on-top of Kubernetes that
is designed with inherent support for resilience to network partitions, microservice
orchestration (deployment, scaling and management of containerized
applications)a localized image registry, support for migration of services between
private and public clouds to avoid vendor lock-in issues and platform monitoring.
We evaluate the performance and user experience of Crane Cloud by
implementing and deploying a computational and bandwidth intensive machine
learning system shows lower response time compared when hosted on other
public clouds.

Keywords: Microservices; Kubernetes; Containers; Orchestration; Low-resource
settings; Portable cloud apps; Cloud native platforms

1 Introduction
Cloud computing has become a popular model of delivering computing services over

the Internet (“the cloud”) with flexible pricing models such as pay per use. It pro-

vides flexible on-demand access to an elastic computing resource base and represents

the infrastructure, software, platforms, storage and application containers as a cloud

where users can provision and access services over a network. Cloud Computing has

a large number of deployed solutions in education [1] [2], big data computing [3],

health [4, 5], private sector and government [6] [7] domains. The National Institute

of Standards and Technology (NIST) describes the essential characteristics of cloud

computing as an on-demand self service with a broad network access, computing
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resource pooling with rapid elasticity and measurements done according to com-

pute, network and storage usage attributes [8].The computing resources can easily

be scaled horizontally, vertically or both as and when the need arises. The compute,

network and storage usage metrics provide a basis for billing by the cloud service

providers. The NIST describes four deployment models (private, community, public

and private clouds) and three primary cloud service models: (i) Infrastructure as a

Service (IaaS): Provider offers hardware (compute, storage and network) and the

associated software as a service [9, 10, 11], (ii) Platform as a Service (PaaS): A

software platform which is an additional abstraction layer is provided [12, 13], (iii)

Software as a Service (SaaS): Applications and software running in the cloud are

offered as a service to clients for example Gmail and Facebook [12].

Recently cloud computing and application environments have evolved from mono-

lithic to microservice architectures and platform support:

1.1 Monolithic Architecture

The monolithic architecture follows from an all-inclusive pattern where components

of an application are packaged into one process to meet customer demands [14]. All

the functional components of the system are deployed as a single application and

the dependencies tightly coupled and multiple instances of the application may be

run behind a load balancer to improve on service availability and for scalability [15].

The application components are packaged into a single-tier and deployed as a tightly

coupled unit. Monolithic applications offer benefits such as ease in development,

testing and deployment but also suffers from major drawbacks [16]:

• The resultant code base is difficult to maintain and understand greatly reduc-

ing the development and deployment speeds.

• Application changes may require a modification to the entire code base. A

change in the programming language, platform, team or technology is ex-

tremely difficult to handle.

• Scaling of the application presents new challenges as this can only be done

in one dimension. To scale the application, new instances may need to be

dynamically provisioned to support the new load.

1.2 Microservice Architecture

Many organizations are now abandoning the monolithic model of developing and

packaging applications partly driven by the advent of Service-Oriented Architec-

tures (SOA), web services and Service-Oriented Computing (SOC). SOA intro-

duced the concept of building and deploying individual service-based components

linked together at runtime to provide the ‘whole’ system functionality [17]. In mi-

croservices architecture, a large application is built as a suite of loosely coupled

specially-focused independently deployable services. The modules perform specific

business goals over well-defined interfaces for communication with other modular

parts of the system. This architecture offers several benefits:

• Developer teams can work independently and efficiently and use different pro-

gramming languages of choice. This makes it easy to work with new and

emerging technologies in delivering modular functionality where required.

• Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) is easy and flexible

to work with and new members can easily be added/integrated to the teams.
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• Microservices can easily be scaled with based on application demands

Cloud providers have set up cloud services with an assumption of constant avail-

ability of stable infrastructure for the developers and users. This assumption how-

ever is not true for the users and developers situated in low-resource settings that

face major constraints when accessing their hosted applications and cloud platforms.

In such settings, challenges such as frequent Internet partitions, unannounced power

shutdowns, poor quality of services, among others, are the rule rather than the ex-

ception. We further elaborate these challenges and requirements using a concrete

case study in Section 2. The paper presents:

• Description of the challenges and requirements for designing and operating a

resilient multi-cloud model for low resource settings.

• The design considerations and properties for implementing a resilient multi-

cloud and bare-metal application cluster such as application state, networking,

loadbalancing, monitoring and service exposure for external user access.

• A prototype implementation of a resilient multi-cloud and bare-metal appli-

cation cluster (Crane Cloud) which is a subset instantiation of the design and

implementation options available. This will provide researchers and practi-

tioners with a review point for further research and implementation cogitation

respectively.

• Evaluation of performance and user experience of Crane Cloud platform by

implementing and deploying a computational and bandwidth intensive ma-

chine learning system that shows lower response time compared when hosted

on other public clouds.

2 The Need for Resilient Multi-cloud Services
In this section, we present a motivating case study from which we derive and discuss

the requirements of a resilient-multi cloud service abstraction layer.

2.1 Scenario: Containerised Machine Learning-based services for automated plant

disease diagnosis

The Automated Plant Disease Diagnosis (APDD) system is a real-world case study

of a machine learning system used by farmers and agricultural scientists in low-

resource settings to diagnose plant diseases [18]. Specifically, it is designed to pro-

vide near real-time in-field diagnosis of plant diseases and identification of pests for

cassava crops by farmers and agricultural experts in the East African region and

national agricultural research organisations. Originally conceived as a monolithic

system, the APDD is transitioning to a microservice architecture to optimise effi-

ciency and work around the technology constraints (Figure 1). It consists of several

microservices including, (1) pest surveys module, (2) in-field automated pest iden-

tification and count (such as white-flies) on plant leaves, (3) rapid plant disease

diagnosis, and (4) prediction and spatial analysis of plant disease incidences and

spread.

The data pipeline for APDD system involves huge training datasets of over 300GB

including images of diseased and healthy plant leaves. The dataset is used for train-

ing and evaluation data for the machine learning models. The images are crowd

sourced from local farmers using mobile phones and can be stored on available pub-

lic cloud platforms as well as on local storage to allow online training and evaluation
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Figure 1 Monolithic vs micro-service architecture for the automated plant disease diagnosis
application

of the machine learning models. The process flow typically involves uploading and

downloading a huge datasets from the local storage and cloud systems. Such a

dataset can take up to 24 hours or so to upload to a public cloud service provider

over slow intermittent connections that characterise many low-resource settings.

2.2 Scenario Analysis and Requirements

The above case study signals one of many other similar systems faced with technical

hurdles when delivering cloud-based solutions in a low resource setting. To an extent,

it reveals key requirements and challenges that can be addressed by containerised

cloud-based systems that are developed in and for use in such environments. If not

addressed, they are likely to be significant barriers to development, adoption and

use of cloud-based solutions such as machine learning services for many developers,

researchers, startups, students, users and organisations based in such settings. We

argue that it should be possible for users situation in such settings to take advantage

of the benefits offered by cloud-based computing models through creation of appro-

priate abstraction service layers. We discuss the key requirements and challenges

below:

2.2.1 Frequent Internet partitions and bandwidth constraints

Whereas the main cloud providers have set up cloud services on stable infrastruc-

ture, developers and users situated in low resource settings face major constraints

when accessing their hosted applications and cloud platforms. In such settings, ac-

cess to cloud services and platforms is often through low-end smartphones over slow

and erratic 2G/3G/4G [19] connections that are characterised by frequent network

partitions and bandwidth constraints. As can be observed from the above scenario,

a developer uploading training dataset of 300GB images to a cloud platform could

easily take several days over a slow connection. The in-field data collection by farm-

ers to public cloud repository can be very slow because of sporadic Internet con-

nectivity in rural areas. Access speed to cloud services would be faster if the cloud

data centres were located near to the users, however, almost all the data centers of

the popular cloud providers are located overseas [20]. For instance, on the African

continent, almost 70% of the content and services consumed by the Internet users
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is hosted and delivered from overseas data centers resulting in poor user experience

resulting from high latencies. Furthermore, mobile data costs in Africa are signifi-

cantly high in real and GDP-relative terms in the world with the prices averaging

US$ 7.04 per 1GB [21] [22] and speeds as low as 56 kbit/s. Howeber, important

to note that these issues are similar in any other locations with similar resource

constraints. The design and setup of most public cloud platforms assume stable

infrastructure across the users and leave the the issues of connectivity challenges to

the application developers. This shifts the burden and unnecessary complexity to

the application developers who must consider offering different function-trimmed

variations of their app services for users situated in low-resource settings, for in-

stance, Facebook Lite app [23], WhatsApp Lite [24], Uber Lite [25], Google Go [26]

and Gmail Basic [27] for slow Internet connections and low-end devices.

The above issues form the motivation of the research work in this paper. In that

cloud-platforms need to be designed and optimised to work for frequent Internet

partitions and bandwidth constraints challenges since they are the rule rather than

the exception in low-resource settings.

2.2.2 Data jurisdiction restrictions

Many countries are coming up with new laws and guidelines to regulate the lo-

cation of data and access. Countries have recently enacted laws that enforce data

sovereignty and prevent data from leaving the country’s boundaries. This becomes

difficult to implement in regions where public clouds do not have physical pres-

ence. For instance, on the African continent where public cloud data centers are

still sparse, it becomes almost impossible to comply with such policies. The mi-

croservice architecture and cloud orchestration platforms such as Kubernetes [28]

promises potential remedies to this challenge. In the above scenario, the APDD

system can be broken into independent microservices each with different data juris-

diction policies. For instance, the data storage and management microservice needs

to be enforced to remain within the boundaries of the country while the plant dis-

ease prediction service can run in a public cloud without restrictions and benefit

from the rich machine learning libraries and tools. Such a setup would require a

multi-cloud environment that spawns boundaries with support for data jurisdiction

policies specific to a microservice and use case.

The popularity of cloud computing solutions has introduced gaps in key processes

of the data management cycle (collection,storage, analysis and use/reuse). Most

cloud solutions do not provide controls over where data should be stored and in

cases where there is no infrastructure presence, users have to make exceptions at

the expense of prescribed hosting recommendations. Cloud providers also distribute

content over spatial infrastructure located in different regions to maintain the cloud

Quality of Service (QoS) along dimensions of performance, availability and relia-

bility. This leads to silos of data spanning different geographical regions that users

may have no idea or control of.

Governments are now adopting data localization where a nation’s data is collected,

processed, and/or stored inside the country and data sovereignty where data is

subject to the laws and governance structures within the nation it is collected.

This has led countries and regions to enact Data Protection and Privacy laws such
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as the European Union (EU)’s operational General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) that impose stringent policy controls on the use of Personally identifiable

information (PII).

2.2.3 Vendor lock-in

Vendor lock-in, which is a user difficulty of switching from one vendor to another,

is regarded as one of the major deterrents in the adoption of cloud by developers as

well as small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [29]. These user categories may

not have the local computing resources to run their workloads and most often resort

to cloud providers but flexibility to switch/shift between providers is one of their

desirable properties. Other than vendor lock-in, there are other variations including

product lock-in, version lock-in, architecture lock-in, platform lock-in, skills lock-in

and mental lock-in [30]. Public clouds offer provider-specific proprietary solutions to

meet the market demands and this has resulted in an interoperability, integration

and portability downside across the cloud divide. Consequently, the applications

developed for a specific cloud provider such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) may

not work out-of-the box with another cloud provider such as IBM cloud due to

inherent dependencies of the underlying IT infrastructure (hardware and software),

cloud semantics and non-standardized APIs [31] [32]. The migration of cloud services

from one provider to another usually requires major reworks on the application that

may be catastrophic for mission-critical systems. For instance, the above case study

may use vendor-specific machine learning libraries and tools making it difficult to

migrate to another cloud when there is need.

The vendor lock-in challenge emphasizes the need for new abstraction layers to

alleviate the difficulty of migrating applications between clouds. New platforms and

architectures such as Kubernetes [28] offer new possibilities to implement a vendor

neutral layer on top of public and private clouds. However, the current offerings of

managed Kubernetes layers assume migration of services in situations where there

is stable connectivity and infrastructure and are not designed for data centres that

may be characterised by frequent network partitions and bandwidth constraints.

2.2.4 Poor quality of service

In cases where cloud services are offered from data centres located overseas and

far from the consumers, user experience can be poor compared to closely-located

content. For a user located in Africa, the average round trip time to reach content

hosted within Africa is 2.243 ms, 303.287 ms for content hosted in the USA and

208.795 ms for content hosted in Europe. Coupled with high costs of Internet

access, limited bandwidth and high latencies mainly introduced by distance, the

content load times are high and this negatively impacts the user experience. Con-

sider for example in the above case study where a cloud-based service for farmers is

situated on a public cloud with a data center situated in the USA while the target

farmers are located on the African continent. The longer the distance, the higher

the number of intermediary links which can act as failure points (bottlenecks) and

potentially introduce network packet losses. Furthermore, there are applications

that are delay-sensitive and these require optimal and stringent quality of service

parameter values such as low latency, low jitter and minimal or no packet loss for
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best performance. Currently public cloud providers attempt to solve this challenge

by moving services closer to the user. This approach however assumes presence of

data centers closer to the user. Unfortunately this is not always the case for users

located in regions where public cloud data centers are sparse.

In the next section, we present the design options that need to be considered when

developing a multi-cloud service abstraction layer to address the above challenges

particularly in low resource settings. In the subsquent sections, we demonstrated the

instantiation of the design considerations in a practical open source cloud project.

3 Design Considerations for a Resilient Multi-cloud Service
In this section, we present the design considerations and properties for a resilient

multi-cloud service layer that is envisioned to meet the above requirements, namely,

(1) Frequent Internet partitions and bandwidth constraints, (2) Data jurisdiction

restrictions, (3) Vendor lock-in, and (4) Poor quality of service. In Section 4 we shall

present the first prototype implementation that instantiates some of these design

considerations (DC) and properties:

3.1 DC 1: Containerisation and orchestration of applications

As introduced in Section 1.2, many organisations are now adopting microservice ar-

chitectures in place of traditional monolithic architectures so as to truly reap from

the benefits of modern cloud services. Microservice architectures involve collabora-

tions between different fine-grained and independently deployable modules usually

without a centralized controller to achieve the desired overall functionality of the

system [33] [34]. Driven by application features such as scalability, agility, perfor-

mance and fault-tolerance, microservice architectures involve autonomous software

development teams independently working to build loosely coupled application fea-

tures and employing collaborative workflows and automation tools from version

control systems to full scale production deployment [35]. A number of popular tech-

nology companies such as Uber, Spotify, Netflix, Amazon and Ebay are now using

microservices at the core of their business processes and have achieved differing lev-

els of reliability and scalability in their services [34]. As part of the inceptor team

of the microservice terminology, Fowler and Lewis [36] identified the following key

properties and benefits of microservice applications:

1 Autonomous software components: A complex system is decomposed into

service-specific pluggable components along business service lines allowing

for each service deployment and modification without impacting other func-

tional facets of the application. The units are small, granular, manageable and

loosely coupled and they communicate using well defined interfaces based on

platform-independent data formats and technologies such as HTTP/REST or

messaging solutions such as Kafka or RabbitMQ [34]. Microservice architec-

tures thrive on the notion of ’small size’ with reductions in the scope of the

problem, task completion time, feedback response time and the size of the

deployment unit. This in turn translates to an application’s resilience to cas-

cading failures, easier maintenance and seamless deployment. In addition, the

decomposition yields small coherent components that are easy to understand

and debug.
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2 Decentralization: The services (components) are distributed, as there is no

central controller and may store only data related to the supported business

domain or different instances of the same database technology. Monolithic

architectures usually have a single logical database for a range of applications.

The teams are also decentralized and can adopt appropriate standards that

allow them to deliver the business domain functionality without reinventing

the wheel. The teams are responsible for the build it/run it cycle of the service

and this improves on the quality of the code, fastens the deployment process,

promotes component reusability and isolates the impact of changes on the

schema.

3 Technology independence: The microservices can be built using different tools

such as frameworks, programming languages and databases given the architec-

ture supports heterogeneous technologies. The frontend service and reporting

tools could, for example, be developed using a User Interface (UI) framework

such as Node.js [1], the backend service could be written using Java [2], a real-

time component could use C++ [3], the persistent data storage mechanisms

could employ MongoDB [4]. The developers are at liberty and can indepen-

dently choose a technology stack that best fits the work at hand hence placing

the responsibility of development, maintenance and generally ownership to the

teams.

4 Automation: One of the modern software development concepts is Continuous

Integration (CI), Continuous Delivery (CD) where an application is manually

deployed and Continuous Deployment (CD) where an application is automat-

ically deployed. This has immensely changed how developers and testers ship

software culminating into the famous CI/CD pipeline depicted in Figure 2. In

CI, the development teams implement changes and write to version control

systems with automated build and test scripts and in CD, the application

is deployed/shipped to either a staging or production environment. This has

been spurred by the introduction of Software Developers (Dev) and IT Op-

erations (Ops) generally termed as DevOps model for software development:

an end-to-end model for fast delivery of reliable applications and services

involving cultures(by and for the people), automation (testing, feedback, de-

ployment and performance benchmarks), quality measurement and sharing

of ideas, processes and tools [37]. In an incremental migration and architec-

tural refactoring of a commercial mobile backend (monolithic application) as

a service, Balalaie et. al. [38] noted that the microservice architecture is an

enabler for use of DevOps. Automation does not imply management over-

head on introduction of new applications [39] but rather increased agility and

reliability.

At the application development and deployment levels, developers require ap-

propriate abstractions to efficiently package and deploy microservices on a cloud

infrastructure. Recently, containers have emerged as a novel abstraction to deploy

[1]https://nodejs.org
[2]https://www.java.com
[3]https://www.cplusplus.com
[4]https://www.mongodb.com
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Figure 2 CI/CD Pipeline

Figure 3 Virtual Machines vs Containers.

microservices as opposed to traditional virtual machine approaches. Containers form

the basic deployment units to release and ship microservices [33] given their mod-

ular design which closely maps with the functional decomposition of a complex

business application. The lightweight nature of containerized applications coupled

with functional and configuration encapsulation facilitates replication and portabil-

ity, are cost-efficient and have a reduced overhead on the operation and maintenance

line. It is for these reasons that containers emerged as the most suitable packaging

toolset for microservices.

A container is a lightweight “virtual machine” based on the Linux Kernel Exten-

sion (LXC) [5] technology that allows running of many (up to hundreds) isolated

and autonomous Linux environments on a single server or virtual machine. It is a

collection of communicating components such as application code, runtime, system

tools, system libraries and settings required to run an application. Container history

dates back to the early 2000’s with the introduction of FreeBSD jails by Derrick T.

Woolworth at R&D Associates for FreeBSD. The jails would provide a logical iso-

lation environment through sandboxing for system features such as the filesystem,

users and network mimicking a virtual machine but running on the same operating

system [40]. In comparison with virtual machines, containers consume much less

computing resources and take the least provisioning time because virtual machines

require different instances of the operating system (guest OS) while containers use

the same host operating system as shown in Figure 3. CoreOSrkt [6], Mesos Con-

[5]https://linuxcontainers.org
[6]https://coreos.com/rkt/
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tainerizer [7], LXC Linux Containers, OpenVZ [8] and containerd [9] are examples

of containerization technologies but Docker [10] is by far the most popular.

Fully leveraging the elasticity of using container-based virtualization requires au-

tomated orchestration and cluster management tools such as Kubernetes [11], Docker

Swarm [12] and DC/OS [13] that provide an abstraction layer between computing

resource pools and the applications. These tools provide a number of attributes

important to implement service discovery, scalability, load balancing, service repli-

cation and provisioning of replicas across multiple compute nodes [39] [34]. Despite

its complexity such as in installation, Kubernetes is the most widely adopted and

powerful container orchestration tool owing to its immense scalability, performance

and advanced automation features. It has inbuilt monitoring and logging libraries

and processes which are lacking in the other tools [41]. In Kubernetes, the appli-

cations are packaged as containers and wrapped in a pod (a group of containers

that form the basic deployable Kubernetes unit), which can then be deployed via a

declarative manifest (YAML [14]) file. In this file, the user describes the desired state

of the application such as name, replica count, labels, storage mounts and exposed

ports and the deployment controller works to ensure that this state is maintained

at all times for example by replacing pods that fail or are evicted from their nodes.

3.2 DC 2: Application placement and replication

In a multi-cluster/multi-node environment, placement involves determining what

cluster/node should host an application based on factors such as application affini-

ties, resource (storage, memory and network) availability, user preferences and data

jurisdictions. The clusters/nodes could be located in zones/sites with varying avail-

ability and regulatory constraints. Application replication ensures that there is op-

erational business continuity in the face of downtime incurred through computing

equipment failures, natural disasters, planned maintenance operations [42], power

outages, unreliable network connectivity, limited bandwidth and utilization surges.

Replication can further be used to realize scalability, availability and fault-tolerance

of an application under scheduled or unplanned downtime periods. The replica

count, the number of clones of an application, depends on the reliability assur-

ance as a requirement for an application and also the popularity of the service in a

cluster/node region. Replication strategies fall into two broad categories:

1 Static replication strategy where the number of nodes and replicas is defined

beforehand

2 Dynamic replication strategy where replicas are automatically created or de-

stroyed based on changes such as user density, performance, storage utiliza-

tion, loadbalancing features and bandwidth consumption.

[7]http://mesos.apache.org/documentation/latest/containerizers/
[8]https://openvz.orghttps://openvz.org
[9]https://containerd.io
[10]https://www.docker.com
[11]https://kubernetes.io
[12]https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/
[13]https://dcos.io
[14]https://yaml.org
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For the rest of this section, we shall consider the four (AI) microservices for the

Automated Plant Disease Diagnosis (APDD) system: Surveys, pest identification,

rapid plant disease diagnosis and prediction. A resilient multi-cloud service should

provide an adaptive service replication approach that considers the following at-

tributes:

3.2.1 User defined and cost-sensitive replication policies

The cloud service should operate only within the user-defined replication limits but

also ensuring minimal replication costs between the clusters and the target nodes.

In the deployment of APDD, the user may specify a replication limit of 3: the cloud

service should ensure that there are three instances of APDD microservices avail-

able at all times. Additionally, the replication approach in cases of downtime should

consider the replication costs such as the impact on the network performance when-

ever provisioning is required. It should also be noted that the cloud service provider

may impose restrictions based on, for example resource availability, which the user

adheres to but regardless, the user will operate on a higher level of abstraction.

Figure 4 shows a 3-cluster cloud service located in different regions as shown by

the link latencies. The user specified a replication count of 3 (classic 3-replica repli-

cation strategy [43]) and the services are initially deployed on each of the three

clusters. Cluster 2 experiences a downtime and this requires scheduling of the four

microservices into another cluster. The decision on which cluster the services will

be provisioned on should consider the transmission cost and this will ultimately

be Cluster 1. Considering the costs that the fixed-replica count strategy may im-

pose, [44] presents a dynamic cost-effective replication algorithm for data in cloud

data centers. This approach requires computation of a reliability requirement value

which informs the replica count. The default replica count is 1 and this will be

scaled upwards to meet the reliability requirement of a data intensive system. The

initial costs of this approach are significantly low but may increase exponentially

with provisioning of more replicas. This algorithm can further be enriched by in-

troducing user-defined boundary limits while ensuring the reliability requirement is

maintained.

3.2.2 Quality of service (QoS) and high availability

Some applications in heterogeneous clouds have higher QoS requirements in com-

parison with others for example a critical medical diagnosis system that should op-

erate under stringent availability and consistency constraints. In distributed cloud

environments that support service geo-replication, maintaining consistency and per-

formance consecutively is desirable but not fully achievable according to the CAP’s

theorem [45]. Consistency may be achieved but at the expense of degraded system

performance. A number of research works have been published in the line of QoS

and high availability.

Esteves et. al. [46] developed a novel QoS consistency model for geo-replicated

data in cloud computing. In this model, the consistency of an application module

is either dynamically strengthened or weakened based on its criticality needs. This

requires an in-memory cache system that has a monitor/control component, session

manager, scheduler and a QoS engine. These components manage the replication
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Figure 4 Automated Plant Disease Diagnosis System with user-defined replication factor 3

of a service based on the cache statistics specific to the application. Gao et. al.

[47] proposed a lazy master update propagation model for transaction-based sys-

tems in cloud computing. This requires a master (registry host) replication site with

replica management, an update receiver, propagator and executor components. The

components manage replication through synchronization and message sends (trans-

mission, receipt and update) with different sites. The update instruction is first

committed at the master node and later replicated to other sites. This model also

uses an immediate update propagation variant for data access to ensure that users

only access a fully replicated service. The success of this approach requires a highly

available master site and geographically nearby secondary sites as the updates di-
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rectly impact network performance. Boru et. al. [48] asserted that most cloud ap-

plications interact with database systems that may be located locally or remotely

and data queries are sent to locations nearest to the user for enhanced availability

and improved user experience. The model presented is intended to minimize energy

consumption, bandwidth utilization and communication delays in the network. The

energy consumption model aggregates power usage from computing servers as well

as core, aggregation, and access switches to build an optimal profile.

3.2.3 Location-Aware

Cloud-enabled applications necessitate different modes of delivering system func-

tionality to the end users for improved experience and this includes location aware-

ness: applications and data should follow the users. Application replication models

should dynamically consider locations of the end-users based on their density, prox-

imity and mobility and perform desirable provisioning in situ. Location awareness

may also be in line with the QoS requirements expected (requires continuous mon-

itoring for agreed QoS and replication should allow for reconfiguration of available

resources so that minimum QoS requirements are achievable) of an application. If

the main consumers of the APDD are in Uganda, then provisioning of the applica-

tion should be done on the nearest clusters. At a certain point in time, the APDD

consumers may be in South Africa and this requires resource reconfiguration and

provisioning to serve the new user environment.

The design of a location aware system requires request tracking based on the Inter-

net Protocol (IP) address, monitoring components, location sensing and prediction

technologies and assorted geolocation APIs so that user requests take advantage of

nearby computing servers to carry out demanding tasks. This allows users to have

a more contextual and fulfilling experience while drastically reducing the costs of

delivering compute, network and storage resources. It should also be noted that

location-aware systems may impose serious privacy issues and should be handled

appropriately.

3.3 DC 3: Portability and multi-cloud migration

Portability in cloud computing can be defined as the ability for movement of appli-

cations, workloads, processes and data from one cloud environment to another with

the least disruption, whether manually or automatically. The least disruption should

translate to lowest possible cost, effort and time.The movement of one service, such

as the one instance of the prediction microservice for automated plant diagnosis

system from Cluster 2 to Cluster 1 as shown in Figure 4, should cause minimal

or no downtime and should not compromise the QoS attributes tagged to overall

operation of the system. As noted earlier, cloud computing offers significant benefits

such as scalability, disaster recovery, mobility and cost reduction in operation of an

organization’s IT infrastructure. This is evidenced in the introduction of different

cloud computing technologies and deployments to make it easy for organizations

to embrace and adopt this new wave of handling compute, storage and network

workloads. One of the pertinent issues in the adoption of cloud computing is ven-

dor lock-in (lack of portability and interoperability across cloud platforms) where

providers work with specific technologies such as tools and programming interfaces.
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Given the different deployment models and the cloud service models, organizations

should be able to move cloud services from one provider to another without worries

of complexities and infrastructure dependence.

Bozman et. al. [49] identified standardized programming interface, abstraction

layers and management capabilities as some of the key enablers for portability and

service migration between cloud providers. A standardized programming interface

includes programming toolsets to support application movement, the abstraction

layers insulates users from infrastructure complexities and dependencies and the

management tools provide interfaces for operational activities such as application

deployment, monitoring and troubleshooting. However, adopting a standardized

approach to portability is a myth as it is extremely difficult for providers to agree

and adopt a unified set of standards. This requires major rework of the proprietary

APIs and file formats, and this also destroys the competition spirit which has been

very effective in delivering high quality cloud services for the market [50].

Most of the research work geared to support portability across different cloud

environments such as mOSAIC[15] (Open-Source API and Platform for Multiple

Clouds), Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) have focused on abstraction

layers and management tools and container-centric solutions. Containerization al-

lows an application to be built once, placed inside a container image or series of

images for a multi-service application and running it on any host operating sys-

tem that supports the containerization technology in perspective such as Docker. It

should however be noted that achieving full portability out-of-the-box and applica-

tion storage persistence using containers has some limitations such as no support

for cross operating system support - a containerized Linux application requires a

Linux host operating system, a windows one requires a Windows operating system.

Despite this limitation, containerization is a big step in ensuring applications can

run uniformly and consistently across a plethora of computing platforms or cloud

environments.

3.4 DC 4: Resilience to network partitions and bandwidth constraints

Low-resource environments usually experience unreliable and intermittent Internet

connections due to power failures, few or no network redundancy points and the

low internet penetration hindering access. In a multi-cluster setup, this can result in

network partitions where some clusters are totally unreachable for prolonged peri-

ods of time. This setup also requires additional bandwidth to support, for example,

synchronisation of services across these fault domains that could be distantly lo-

cated. Network partitions can lead to ruinous system failures, some of which leaves

the system in a continuous error state, that capitulates into data loss, corruption,

unavailability and inconsistency, broken locks and system crashes [51].

A stateful application is a data-driven application that requires persistent storage

across a set of multi-cloud clusters with strict data consistency demands. To allow

for this, there is a need for consensus algorithms to ensure that cluster states are

globally consistent thus providing for dynamic leader election approach (the cloud

cluster to act as the leader and handle writes), replication for cluster consistency

and safety in ensuring that client requests are served with the correct results [52] in

[15]https://occi-wg.org
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faces of complete, partial and simplex network partitions [51]. Distributed consensus

algorithms are a well-studied research problem with a popular convergence in Raft
[16], an implementation of Paxos, an easily understandable and practically imple-

mentable algorithm that guarantees a shared state among multiple servers for full

operation of the system. Raft achieves this by decomposing the consensus problem

into leader election, log replication and safety as independent tasks.

In resource-constrained environments, Internet traffic could be categorized into

different priority classes such as sensitive(cluster replication), best-effort (service

access) and undesired (other Internet traffic) to closely correspond to high, medium

and low priority traffic which can then be dynamically allocated bandwidth. Assign-

ment of optimal bandwidth to the different traffic classes will ensure that the defined

QoS attributes such as availability and consistency of an application deployed on the

clusters is achievable. This requires of course a fast and rigorous classification algo-

rithm and considerable dynamic changes on the network. Another approach would

be to route user requests to the closest cluster hence avoiding upstream bandwidth

costs and limitations and also improved user experience. Multi-cluster support for

application and data replication to achieve consistency, availability and tolerance to

network partitions over Wide Area Networks (WANs) and especially geographically

distant network points is still an open area of research. This requires a good and

redundant connectivity between communication endpoints and a compromise in ap-

plication properties such as data consistency, availability and user experience. In all

this, a fair concession for near-efficient application demands should be achieved.

3.5 DC 5: Service discovery and load balancing

In a multi-cloud environment, applications may need to be scaled up by increasing

application instances for improved user experience or scaled down by destroying ex-

cess instances to limit compute costs. In certain scenarios, an application may need

to be moved from one cloud provider to another and rescheduled on a particular

node in the new location. In the process, application settings such as its Internet

Protocol (IP) addresses and Domain Name Service (DNS) attributes change and

this necessitates an update to all reliant services in order to maintain application

availability. Service discovery is the ability of a client component to discover healthy

and available services (providers) that it can connect and communicate with. In ad-

dition, an application with multiple instances of different services spread across

different clouds requires an internal and external load balancer solution to prevent

network and node overload which in turn translates to optimal usage of computing

resources. The internal load balancers consider microservice communication inside

a cluster (cloud provider) while external load balancers consider routing of client

requests to user facing endpoints of an application. In Figure 5, Abstraction-1 and

Abstraction-2 represents the internal and external load balancers respectively. The

prediction microservice and the pest identification microservice have to communi-

cate and each has multiple instances and it is the role of the internal load balancer

to route the traffic to the appropriate instances. A user visiting pestc.ai.net has

no knowledge of what instance will respond to the request as this is abstracted

by the external load balancer. pestc-01.ai.net at a certain point may be destroyed

[16]https://raft.github.io
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Figure 5 DC 5:Service Discovery and Loadbalancer for the Automated Plant Disease Diagnosis
System

or rescheduled in another node with possibly a new IP address and name and the

abstraction layers have to update their registries so that the request/response cycle

is always complete.

Kubernetes implements two options of service discovery: one based on environ-

ment variables available and the preferable DNS-based service discovery. Using envi-

ronment variables, a service is identified by the IP address and port it is running on

for example PREDICTIONS SERVICE HOST = 10.233.11.2 and PREDICTIONS

SERVICE PORT = 5000. In DNS, the services are identified by names that are

specific to the cluster namespace that the application is deployed in for example,

prediction-01.dev.cluster1.local and prediction-02.prod.cluster2.local to identify two

instances of the prediction service deployed in the dev and prod namespaces of

Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 respectively. The DNS option is more flexible as the en-

vironment variables are fixed for the lifetime of the service and changes require a

redeployment of the application and/or service. Service discovery outside the Ku-

bernetes cluster requires services to be exposed through NodePort, Ingress and

LoadBalancer alternatives.

Most service discovery mechanisms in distributed computing and service-oriented

architectures employ a centralized approach where a central server(s) maintains in-

formation about all the services that includes access credentials, protocols, versions

numbers, service location and environment details. The service discovery process

involves a distributed client querying the central registry for location and infor-

mation of other services either using a client-side discovery (a client queries the

service registry, selects an available instance and makes a request) or server-side

discovery (a router acting on behalf of the client queries the service registry and

forwards the request to an available instance) implementation. The popular cen-

tralized service registry/discovery solutions include Netflix’s Eureka [17], CoreOS’s

[17]https://github.com/Netflix/eureka
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highly available etcd [18] key-value distributed datastore, consul [19] and Apache

ZooKeeper [20]. The major drawbacks of centralising the service registry/discovery

are the introduction of points of failure, performance bottlenecks and possible net-

work congestion. Distributing the nodes providing these services and ensuring there

are multiple instances in a consistent way usually suffices. [53] [54] proposed an

unstructured P2P(Peer to Peer)-enabled service discovery method for cloud envi-

ronments based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) with a decentralized index

system. The peers maintain their own services and descriptions and a semantic-

based matching rule is used to map the user requirement expressed in the query

message to the desired service.

3.6 DC 6: Localised image registry

An image is an immutable file built according to instructions and can only be

extended by building a layer on top of it. A container is an instance of an image with

instructions on how to execute an application and operate as isolated environments

with ability to interact with other containers and the host environment through well

defined interfaces [55]. To fully effect containerization, an image of the application

is created and pushed to a local or remote image registry through which a user,

such as a DevOps engineer, can now pull and create an instance of it in a container

host. A container image registry provides a storage location and distribution portal

for images some with multiple versions identified by tags. Docker Hub [21], Google’s

GCR [22], Azure ACR [23] and Amazon ECR [24] are some examples of popular

public/private image repositories.

According to [56], image pulling costs, workload network transition costs (such

as bandwidth, latencies and connection limits) and energy conservation can signif-

icantly affect the scheduling and deployment of applications into container hosts.

If the images are stored on the local container host, then the cost is zero oth-

erwise extra costs shall be incurred depending on the sizes of the layers, image

location and bandwidth restrictions involved in fetching the image from a remote

repository. In resource-constrained settings, the image may be located thousands

of kilometers from the local container hosts and this negatively impacts deploy-

ment, for example in cases of downtime where provisioning on another local cluster

instance to ensure availability is required. Imagine a 10GB image file located on

https://hub.docker.com to be provisioned on a container host in Uganda with a

dedicated upstream bandwidth limit of 2Mbps. On average, there is a network la-

tency of 357 ms between https://hub.docker.com and Uganda. To fetch this image

file, it will take close to 12 minutes and this can have a huge negative impact on

the availability QoS requirement. To reduce container schedule (download) times,

images may need to be distributed across different cloud providers and located very

close to the container hosts.

[18]https://github.com/etcd-io/etcd
[19]https://www.consul.io
[20]https://zookeeper.apache.org
[21]https://hub.docker.com
[22]https://cloud.google.com/container-registry
[23]https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/container-registry/
[24]https://aws.amazon.com/ecr/
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3.7 DC 7: Platform monitoring and management

Monitoring is a critical and essential aspect of managing any IT infrastructure. Sys-

tems are susceptible to failure and without monitoring, it is difficult to ascertain

the causes of failure and even anticipate for future ones. Compared to traditional

monolithic applications, monitoring of microservice applications requires intensive

service reporting features especially given their distributed nature (services run as

independent processes on possibly geographically different hosts) and dynamic be-

havior. Monitoring aids users in understanding the overall health of an application,

gain insight into the performance of constituent services of an application and to

ensure that APIs are available and performing as expected. The monitoring metrics

divided into platform/host (CPU, RAM, threads and database connections) and

application metrics (service availability, service and API endpoint latency, success

of API endpoints, API endpoint response times, API request clients, errors and ex-

ceptions) should be collected at each stage of the deployment pipeline. [57] identifies

four areas for microservice monitoring based on monitoring activities of information

generation, processing, dissemination and presentation: Generation and collection

of monitoring data, storage, hosting and distribution of monitoring data, processing

of the data to obtain platform and application metrics and presentation of need-

to-know information via a dashboard to the relevant stakeholders. In addition, a

real-time monitoring component of a production-ready microservices application to

detect current and imminent failures due to changes in key metrics.

A number of monitoring tools and frameworks exist but most are either native

(Amazon Cloudwatch [25], Azure Monitor [26], Google Cloud’s Operations Suite
[27]) or virtualization type specific (such as cAdvisor [28]) or commercial (such as

Datadog [29] and Dynatrace [30]. Given a plethora of monitoring options available

and complexities of monitoring microservice applications, a monitoring framework

should be designed to capture, report and alert stakeholders on performance and

failures of an application based on critical metric data. [58] presents a framework

for monitoring microservice-oriented cloud applications in heterogeneous virtual-

ization environments. It is composed of mainly two components:a monitoring agent

(a cloud platform-independent software component that collects information from a

microservice) and a monitoring manager (a software component that receives mon-

itoring information from agents in heterogeneous cloud environments).

4 Crane Cloud: an implementation of a resilient multi-cloud
service layer

This section presents Crane Cloud, the first-cut prototype instantiation of design

properties and considerations for a multi-cloud service layer presented in Section 3

and summarised in Table 1. Motivated by the unique requirements for low-resource

settings in Subsection 2.2, the Crane Cloud is an open source project that at-

tempts to encapsulate the intricacies of operating heterogeneous application clus-

ters into a highly available unified platform for management and monitoring of

[25]https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
[26]https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/monitor/
[27]https://cloud.google.com/products/operations
[28]https://github.com/google/cadvisor
[29]https://www.datadoghq.com
[30]https://www.dynatrace.com
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Figure 6 Crane Cloud Components

a microservice application lifecycle. The target users of the platform include de-

velopers, researchers, students, and startups located in resource constrained en-

vironments. The public Github repository for the project is available on Github

https://github.com/crane-cloud/.

Table 1 Design considerations for a resilient multi-cloud service model

ID Design Consideration
DC 1 Containerisation and orchestration of applications
DC 2 Service scheduling and replication
DC 3 Portability and multi-cloud migration
DC 4 Resilience to network partitions and bandwidth
DC 5 Service discovery and load balancing
DC 6 Localised image registry
DC 7 Platform monitoring and management

4.1 Architecture and Overview

Crane Cloud is an open source multi-cloud service layer designed to enable devel-

opers, organizations and researchers to set up reliable cloud-services in low resource

setting. The Crane Cloud software layer was conceived to address the key hurdles

of operating a cloud-service platform in resource constrained environments charac-

terised by challenges identified in Section2.2. Its main ingredients include resilience

to network partitions, support for microservice orchestration, support for migration

of services between private and public clouds to avoid vendor lock-in issues, seamless

downtime and network traffic load distribution, monitoring metrics, and tools for

transforming existing non-cloud compliant services into compliant cloud services.

The multi-cloud service layer has five components (managed portal, authentication

and authorization, monitoring and billing, local registry and the backend service)

purposely designed taking into consideration features described in Section 3 and

are shown in Figure 6.
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4.1.1 Multi-cloud Cluster Support

Crane Cloud enables harmonization of clusters from different cloud providers (public

or private) and bare metal environments. It provides for easy migration, replication

and loadbalancing of services across different clusters and cloud providers to ensure

high availability and improve the general user experience. The cloud providers are

chosen based on location, API service offering and costs of running workloads in

their data centers.

4.1.2 Managed Portal

The managed portal provides an interface for access to the rest of the abstracted

Crane Cloud multi-cloud components. Developers can deploy and access their ap-

plication services, monitor resources and running services, manage users and access

the local private registry. Administrators can monitor the different clusters and

nodes, view project details such as resource usage and its users, add or remove

clusters, manage projects and accounts in the system and ensure that the clustered

environment is performing optimally viz-a-viz the running services. The portal is a

window to Crane Cloud features for management of resources in a clustered comput-

ing environment. As a developer, infrastructure setup complexities and application

deployment intricacies are eliminated and focus shifts to software functionality. As

a service consumer (user), the availability of a service and user experience regardless

of location and underlying technologies is paramount.

4.1.3 Authentication and Authorization

Crane Cloud uses the concept of user projects to closely map with a cluster names-

pace. A namespace is a logical environment that supports resource management

for users working in a team or across teams. In Crane Cloud, access to the cluster

resources requires valid credentials and the right privileges mediated by an API.

This involves creation of projects and accounts that correspond to specific privilege

levels in the cluster. This ensures that users can only access what may be required

to perform functions within the cluster without affecting other projects. Two types

of accounts are supported: Project user accounts that are managed outside the clus-

ter and service accounts inside the cluster. The service accounts are directly used

to manage resources in the cluster while the project user accounts are mapped to

service accounts but usually with defined privileges/roles over a namespace.

4.1.4 Platform and Service Monitoring Support

Monitoring is integral to the overall operation of Crane Cloud in terms of infrastruc-

ture and the distributed services hosted to ensure the QoS attributes are in check.

The infrastructure includes the nodes while the services are the client applications

and supporting tools. Monitoring coupled with an alert system also ensures that

possible failures are averted early on before turning catastrophic. More specifically,

the cluster monitoring involves the state of the cluster (collection of nodes) which

is a constituent of node resource utilization parameters such as network bandwidth,

disk utilization, CPU, and memory utilization while the service metrics include

CPU, network, and memory usage irrespective of the nodes they are running on.
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4.1.5 Local Registry

The localized and replicated registry provides a platform through which users can

easily upload, store and deploy their applications fast. The registry also provides

trust signing and vulnerability scanning of container images. This significantly re-

duces the costs of upload and download of container images from public registries.

The registry is locally available on all the clusters and container images are repli-

cated on all. A local registry also ensures that administrators have more control

over it.

4.1.6 Crane Backend

The Crane Backend is the heartbeat of Crane Cloud providing abstractions and

hooks for a number of services. The backend ensures that applications are ap-

propriately scheduled on a cluster(s) or nodes, creation of service endpoints for

communication between parts of an application and also ensure users can access

the application, management of volumes for deployment of stateful applications,

location-aware and user preference deployment of applications. It also provides end-

points for management of container images through the registry API and monitoring

of deployed services.

4.2 Implementation

Crane Cloud is implemented using a combination of tools ranging from the design

of the managed portal to the backend and from monitoring, registry and persistent

volume management to the container orchestration. In most cases, open source

solutions were experimented and used as much as possible.

4.2.1 Container Orchestration

Container orchestration tools are used to automate the deployment, management,

scaling, and networking of containerized applications. These tools provide an ab-

straction layer between pools of resources and the application containers that run on

those resources. Kubernetes, Docker swarm and Apache Mesos are the most popular

tools with the former taking a fair share of the cloud-native market. With an im-

pressively large community and functionality, backed by Cloud Native Computing

Foundation (CNCF) and its open source nature, Crane Cloud uses Kubernetes for

container orchestration. We considered five factors in selecting the most viable tool

for our setup: Community (Support), Open Source, Scalability & Flexibility, Fault

tolerance and Monitoring support. As shown in the comparison Table 2, Kubernetes

is an open source project that impressively commands the cloud-native market with

an adoption rate of 50% in the past 6 months and 87% market penetration support-

ing application scalability, fault tolerance and has inbuilt monitoring and logging

tools and hence was the preferred choice for container orchestration implementa-

tion of Crane Cloud. Additionally, Kubernetes provides automated scheduling of

applications, self healing capabilities, automated roll-out and rollback, service load-

balancing and a higher density of resource utilization.
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Table 2 A comparison of major container orchestration implementation tools

Feature Apache Mesos Docker Swarm Kubernetes
Community Has a medium ac-

tive community with
18,100 Github com-
mits and 300 con-
tributors [31]

Started in 2014,
Docker Swarm
has a relatively
smaller community
with 3,570 Github
commits and 178
contributors [32]

Large community with
over 100,000 Github
commits and 3,500 con-
tributors [33] making it
one of the most active
open source projects

Open
Source

Yes Yes but with an en-
terprise edition that
detriments the open
source version

Yes

Scalability
& Flexibil-
ity

Automatic scaling
but may require
definitions in the
application.

Manual scaling Automatic scaling based
on resource utilization

Fault tol-
erance

Yes Yes Yes

Monitoring Has a diagnostic
utility for health
and other metrics
but requires queries
and aggregation
through APIs

Uses basic out-of-
the-box tools and
supports other 3rd-
party logging and
monitoring tools

Uses inbuilt tools for
logging and monitor-
ing with support for
third party integrations
to keep track of logs and
other performance met-
rics

4.2.2 Developer Tools

The managed portal (frontend) was implemented using React.js [34], a fast, scal-

able, and simple JavaScript library for building user interfaces created and open-

sourced by Facebook. It uses the component-based architecture and declarative ap-

proach hence simplifying the debugging process. It allows creation of simple reusable

and stateful components which can be composed to build complex user interfaces.

The Crane Cloud backend was implemented as a REpresentational State Transfer

(REST) API, using Python Flask [35], for ease of use and integration while en-

suring effective maintenance. Python Flask was used because it is simple, flexible

and lightweight and now considered as one of the most popular Python web ap-

plication frameworks by the programming community. PostgreSQL [36] is an open

source object-relational database management system that Crane Cloud uses to

maintain state for its internal workings. Applying multi-version concurrency con-

trol (MVCC) which allows several concurrent read/write operations, PostgreSQL

can handle multiple tasks simultaneously and efficiently. In addition, PostgreSQL

is SQL standards-compliant, highly programmable and extensible by many third-

party tools and libraries.

4.2.3 Image Registry

In implementation of the image registry, Crane Cloud considered open source ex-

tensible tools that can secure, scan and sign container images and also support

replication across clusters. Harbor [37] perfectly fitted into the picture, providing an

extensible API that the backend service would easily consume. Harbor delivers a

consistent experience across multiple clouds and works best for environments that

[34]https://reactjs.org
[35]https://github.com/pallets/flask/
[36]https://www.postgresql.org
[37]https://goharbor.io
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may not want to rely on public registries but rather a private one packaged as an

add-on. Harbor additionally provides features such as access control on registry im-

ages, image vulnerability scanners, image storage and replication using a clustering

mechanism. Crane Cloud a is multi-cloud service layer that can work with cloud

providers in different regions and availability zones and a zonal scalable registry

with a replication service is cardinal.

4.2.4 Stateful Applications

Containerization technologies were originally designed to support stateless applica-

tions but considerable efforts have now been made to also support stateful applica-

tions owing to community adoption and contribution. This enables organizations to

work with data-driven and legacy applications while leveraging the portability, scal-

ability and highly available features of containers. Traditionally, Kubernetes used

to provide support for manual attachment of cloud-backed storage to applications

limiting usage outside the cloud provider but cloud native storage solutions have

now been advanced. Crane Cloud uses OpenEBS [38], an open source Container

Attached Storage (CAS) solution developed using the microservice architecture.

Distributed, monolithic or streaming, OpenEBS allows deployment of storage tech-

nologies and optimizations appropriate to an application type using different storage

engines. Additionally, OpenEBS is a multi-cloud storage solution that shares the

same philosophy of Crane Cloud borderless computing.

4.2.5 Monitoring

Crane Cloud uses a combination of the inbuilt Kubernetes Metrics server,

Prometheus [39] and Grafana [40]. The Metrics server is a cluster-wide aggregator

of container resource metrics such as container CPU and memory usage exposed

on each cluster node and available through the Metrics API. Prometheus is an

open source time series database optimized to store monitoring metrics using a pe-

riodic data pull model and provides API endpoints. Providing basic visualizations

and dashboards, Prometheus can be deployed alongside dedicated visualization and

dashboard solutions such as Grafana. Using the Prometheus APIs, visualizations

can be generated and customized for users.

4.2.6 Mapping of Crane Cloud, design considerations and challenges addressed

The Table 3 shows a mapping between components of Crane Cloud, the design

considerations and low-resource computing environment challenges addressed. The

registry, monitor and backend are continuously being refined for a seamless user

experience. It should also be noted that resistance to network partitions and band-

width constraints as a design consideration and how Crane Cloud can practically

implement this is an ongoing research area.

[38]https://openebs.io
[39]https://prometheus.io
[40]https://grafana.com
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Table 3 Mapping of Crane Cloud components and design considerations

Crane Cloud Com-
ponent

Design Consideration Requirements and Chal-
lenges

1 Multi-cloud Cluster
Support

Containerization and container or-
chestration engines.

Vendor lock-in, Poor quality
of service

2 Managed Portal Manual service deployment, schedul-
ing and replication, monitoring and
alerts portal

Data jurisdiction restrictions

3 Authentication and
Authorization

Portability and multi-cloud migra-
tion

Cloud resource security

4 Crane Backend Application containerization and or-
chestration, Ingress, Service discov-
ery, scheduling, replication and load-
balancing for QoS, location-aware
and user defined policy manage-
ment.

Frequent Internet partitions
and bandwidth constraints,
Poor quality of service

5 Crane Registry Localized image registry Poor quality of service
6 Crane Monitor Platform monitoring, alerts and

management
Poor quality of service

5 Experiments and Results
To demonstrate the utility of the Crane Cloud platform, we deployed the rapid plant

disease diagnosis (mcrops) microservice of APDD on the Crane Cloud platform. As

introduced in Section 2, mcrops provides machine learning-based diagnostic tools to

detect viral crop diseases in cassava plant using mobile and web-based technologies.

In brief, the users upload images of suspected infected cassava root tubers through a

mobile application or web browser and mcrops computes the Cassava Brown Streak

Disease (CBSD) score to indicate the disease presence levels. The users can perform

single uploads and/or multiple uploads of the image data. As shown in Section 2,

mcrops is deployed as a monolith and for Crane Cloud deployment support, the

application was containerized using Docker. The containerization process involved

access to the mcrops source code, writing of the Dockerfile, iterative building and

tagging of the Docker image and pushing it to the Crane Cloud image registry

https://registry.cranecloud.io/. On the Crane Cloud portal, the deployment involved

providing the application details such as name, container port and the docker image

reference (as shown in Figure 7) from which mcrops is run and ingress resources for

external access are subsequently created and availed for use.

5.1 Experiment setup

The purpose of the experiment was to evaluate the performance and user experience

of the mcrops when deployed in a public cloud compared to the deployment on the

Crane Cloud platform. We used Apache JMeter [41], a popular performance testing

tool. Specifically we used JMeter tool to measure the response times of the two ap-

plication setups against uploaded images over different mobile/wireless connections

for a user situated in a bandwidth constrained setting. These testing settings and

environments are a representative of the realities that developers and users work

in in the low-resource settings. On JMeter, four thread groups representing the im-

age upload settings and two samplers (the two application setups: unet.mcrops.org

and mcrops.cranecloud.io) were used as shown in Tables 4 and 5. In A1 and B1,

we considered the simplest scenario of a user uploading a single image but varied

the number of times to 10 and 20 respectively as represented by the loops. The

[41]https://jmeter.apache.org/
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Figure 7 Deployment of mcrops on Crane Cloud

ramp-up time represents the seconds between successive user requests and we set

this as same as the loops. In A2 and B2, we randomly set the number of images

to 10 to test a multi-upload use case as this feature is supported by the applica-

tion. As the number of images and/or loops was increased, the response times were

assumed to also rise hence the need to increase the ramp-up time. In all scenarios,

1 user was simulated because this is the typical field use case where a device has

a non-shared connection to the next transmitting network device, for example an

extension worker or rural smallholder farmer in a garden. The connection speeds

for 2G, 3G, 4G and a local WiFi access point were determined by performing tests

using the online Internet speed test tool speedtest.net [42] for upload and download

speeds and the average computed and recorded in Table 5. The connections under

use are motivated by real-world setups of resource constrained environments with

no ideal and consistent network connectivity. Overall, we wanted to assess the util-

ity of a platform like Crane Cloud for end-users situated in these environments. In

this example, the students and researchers of the Computer Science Department at

the University.

[42]http://speedtest.net/
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Table 4 JMeter Test Settings

Code/Setting Images Users Loops Ramp-Up time
A1 1 1 10 10
B1 1 1 20 20
A2 10 1 10 10
B2 10 1 20 20

Table 5 Experimental setup for mcrops tests

Connection/Sampler unet.mcrops.org mcrops.cranecloud.io
2G (45Kbps) A

1,B
1

A
2,B

2

A
1,B

1

A
2,B

2
3G (4Mbps)
4G (8Mbps)
WiFi (10Mbps)

Figure 8 WiFi Connection Test Results

5.2 Results and Discussion

The results of from the experiments are presented in Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 and

Table 6. In the analysis, the median and mean (average) times were used to conclude

on which experiment had a shorter response time using the different connections

for both unet.mcrops.org and mcrops.cranecloud.io. The median was given priority

in cases where its difference compared to the mean is large since it is not inflated

by the existence of outliers in the data collected.
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WiFi connection test results. In the WiFi connection setup, the the response

times for experiment B1 and A2 were lower in unet.mcrops.org compared to

mcrops.cranecloud.io using the median and mean times as shown in Table 6. For ex-

periment A1, the results indicate that unet.mcrops.org has its lowest response time

at 11.23 seconds with an average of 22.9 seconds compared to mcrops.cranecloud.io

at 6.91 seconds with an average of 11.66 seconds. The mean times also indicate that

responses are better (lower) in mcrops.cranecloud.io compared to unet.mcrops.org.

The experiment B2 response times are lower in mcrops.cranecloud.io compared to

unet.mcrops.org using both median and mean. The erratic behaviour of the graphs

for unet.mcrops.org in Figure 8 is partly attributed to the high number of network

hops, packet losses (as shown by the completion rates in Table 7 and connection

variations from the packet sources. It should also be noted that the completion rates

for mcrops.cranecloud.io under WiFi was at 100% compared to unet.mcrops.org at

95%.

4G connection test results. Using the 4G connection, the response times for ex-

periment B1 and B2 was lower in unet.mcrops.org compared to mcrops.cranecloud.io

using both the median and mean as shown in Figure 9 and Table 6. In

experiment B1, unet.mcrops.org had 28.01 seconds and 29.69 seconds while

mcrops.cranecloud.io had 47.29 seconds and 49.06 seconds for the median and

mean times respectively. For experiment B2, the results followed a similar pat-

tern. However, experiments A1 and A2 performed significantly better under

mcrops.cranecloud.io for example; in A2, unet.mcrops.org had 24.43 seconds

and 33.29 seconds while mcrops.cranecloud.io had 10.81 seconds and 10.999

seconds for the median and mean times respectively. The completion rates for

mcrops.cranecloud.io under WiFi was at 100% compared to unet.mcrops.org at

88.75%.

3G connection test results. Under the 3G connection, the average response

time for experiments A1, A2 and B2 is lower in mcrops.cranecloud.io compared to

unet.mcrops.org as shown in Figure 10 and Table 6. In experiment A2, for example,

unet.mcrops.org had 64.37 seconds and 60.05 seconds while mcrops.cranecloud.io

had 27.18 seconds and 30.48 seconds for the median and mean times respectively.

This was quite significant as the response times for mcrops.cranecloud.io were half

and very similar patterns for A1 and B2. Despite the presence of an outlier in

experiment A1, mcrops.cranecloud.io still performed better. However, for experi-

ment B1, the response time was much lower at an average of 30.97 seconds using

unet.mcrops.org compared to 107.46 seconds for mcrops.cranecloud.io. This could

be attributed to a network congestion or server load at execution time especially

given the positive results from A1, A2 and B2. In general, the completion rate for

mcrops.cranecloud.io under 3G was at 100% compared to unet.mcrops.org at 85%.

2G connection test results. Under the 2G connection, only two experiments

(A1 and B1 were completed successfully as shown in Figure 11 and Table 6. These

experiments involved single image data with the loops varied. mcrops.cranecloud.io

in both experiments had lower response times compared to unet.mcrops.org using
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both the median and mean. In A1, unet.mcrops.org had 57.33 seconds and 56.61

seconds while mcrops.cranecloud.io had 38.81 seconds and 48.48 seconds for the

median and mean times respectively. The spikes in the graphs are attributed to

network unreliability especially under constrained capacities supported by 2G.

The computation of the CBSD score is a resource-intensive task as shown by

the response times recorded in all the scenarios. The increasing response times

are attributed to the ramp-up time where new requests are generated at specific

intervals before some computations are concluded. From the results, it is also clear

the mcrops.cranecloud.io is more consistent in the increasing response times and this

is attributed to the completion rates of the execution as shown in Table 7 and Figure

12. In all instances, mcrops.cranecloud.io has a 100% completion rate compared to

unet.mcrops.org at 89.64%. In cases where the public cloud hosted instance performs

better, server errors such as 502 (Bad Gateway) and 504 (Gateway Timeout) were

recorded. As expected and shown by the Internet speed results, the WiFi connection

performs much better compared to the rest of the connectivity options.

The behaviour of the trends as observed in the graphs is due to the Internet

speed variations during the course of the experiments. For example, we noticed

that experiments done in the morning provide better response times compared to
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the later hours. This is explained by typical network usage patterns over a 24-hour

period as shown in Figure 13.

6 Related Work
Van den Bossche et. al. addressed the challenge of cost-efficiently scheduling dead-

line constrained batch type applications on IaaS (virtual machines) hybrid clouds us-

ing custom heuristics. Properties such as high availability, scalability, fault-tolerance

and monitoring are not discussed and the use of virtual machines may not be the

most cost-effective approach to running application workloads [60]. Filip et. al. pro-

posed a solution that considers a finite catalog of primitive microservices and designs

a hybrid scheduling algorithm that matches tasks to resources based on task his-

tory and availability of resources [61]. In addition to benefits of using a microservice

architecture, the paper asserted that costs can further be reduced by placing data

closer to processing points based on user density. Mussig et. al. describes the concept

of a high scalable microservice infrastructure using custom metrics in addition to

commonly used ones such as CPU and RAM [62]. In this paper, custom metrics such

as service utilization for scaling, load balancing and load prediction often results in

better business-alignment of the scaling behavior as well as cost reduction. Guerrero
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et. al. presented an optimization approach to reduce service cost, microservices re-

pair time, and microservices network latency overhead in the orchestration process

of containers in multi-cloud environments using the scale level of the microser-

vices and their allocation in the virtual machines, the provider and virtual machine

type selection and the number of virtual machines [63]. Sousa et. al. developed a

framework for automated deployment of microservices applications in multi-cloud

environments with containers. The application’s multi-cloud requirements are de-

fined and a systematic method for obtaining proper configurations that comply with

the application’s requirements and the cloud providers’ constraints is adopted [64].

Rancher [43] and D2C [44] are two examples of container management platforms

that simplify the process of operating container clusters on any cloud or infras-

tructure platform. The downside with these platforms is in addressing application

requirements such as data processing and storage restrictions and the distinctive

requirements for resource constrained settings. As more established cloud providers

such as Microsoft, Google, Oracle and Amazon move towards hosted cloud-native

platforms such as Kubernetes for easier configuration and management, the vendor-

lockin issues are expected to exacerbate especially with no plans of integration tools

or APIs. In summary, there is no standardized solution for implementation and op-

eration of a multi-cloud service layer but rather blocks that independently address

the design considerations in Section 3.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented Crane Cloud - a resilient multi-cloud service layer for re-

source constrained environments using Kubernetes and assorted management tools.

[43]http://rancher.com/
[44]http://d2c.io
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Table 6 Comparison of the Execution Response Times (exp = Experiment, min = Minimum, med=
Median, max = Maximum, avg = Average)

Sampler -> unet.mcrops.org (seconds) mcrops.cranecloud.io (seconds)
Connection exp min med max avg min med max avg

2G

A1 31.09 57.33 69.10 56.61 28.38 38.81 157.48 48.48
B1 67.34 106.29 303.91 143.39 47.70 100.76 426.60 141.19
A2 - - - - - -
B2 - - - - - -

3G

A1 13.31 22.94 33.91 22.03 7.88 11.11 78.03 17.41
B1 13.51 30.97 59.10 35.26 69.03 107.46 163.94 111.52
A2 17.69 64.37 89.80 60.05 17.52 27.18 51.97 30.48
B2 19.04 47.56 75.28 46.19 11.16 26.06 55.82 30.86

4G

A1 9.32 28.10 37.37 26.03 7.95 12.50 20.48 13.19
B1 10.65 28.01 62.56 29.69 23.16 47.29 80.31 49.06
A2 12.72 24.43 64.39 33.29 7.06 10.81 15.68 10.99
B2 16.5 27.53 69.18 37.75 21.69 41.05 66.18 41.37

WiFi

A1 11.23 22.90 35.70 22.90 6.91 10.78 18.03 11.66
B1 14.62 29.24 95.23 35.31 20.42 44.30 74.13 45.67
A2 26.01 43.61 89.97 46.93 36.74 51.36 67.07 51.31
B2 18.04 49.04 81.70 49.55 9.09 18.80 44.81 20.55

Table 7 Execution Completion Rates (%)

Connection/Sampler Experiment unet.mcrops.org (%) mcrops.cranecloud.io (%)

2G

A1 90 100
B1 90 100
A2 - -
B2 - -

3G

A1 100 100
B1 90 100
A2 60 100
B2 90 100

4G

A1 100 100
B1 90 100
A2 90 100
B2 75 100

WiFi

A1 100 100
B1 90 100
A2 100 100
B2 90 100

We highlighted the characteristics of a resource constrained environment that in-

cludes poor Internet connectivity, frequent Internet partitions and data center power

cuts ultimately resulting in poor user experience or even service unavailability.

Based on these challenges, we enumerated a number of design considerations and

properties for a resilient multi-cloud service layer that would form the foundation

for Crane Cloud. From easing terminal complexities of operating a cloud service,

desirable scaling, availability, migration and loadbalancing to platform monitoring,

Crane Cloud tries to provide an all-inclusive solution that best fits the resource con-

strained compute environment. As much as Crane Cloud directs implementations

for the subject environment, it should be noted there are many moving parts some

of which are under active development and research. The bandwidth constraints,

for example, may require consensus algorithms for better handling of network splits

but there are always trade-offs that should be considered. Management of persis-

tent storage, replication and fault tolerance across geographically distant clusters

accessible via Wide Area Networks (WANs) is still an open research area. There

are always penalties introduced on the network especially with application data

that has to traverse bottleneck links to maintain real-time application consistency.

Further future work includes analysing and optimizing the scheduling processes for

applications in production Crane Cloud clusters. In bare metal clusters, service load
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Figure 12 Instance Completion Rates

Figure 13 Cacti Network Usage Pattern over 24 Hours [59]

balancing usually requires more investment in the network infrastructure which is

not an option in a low resource setting and should be further explored.
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